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0. INTRODUCTION 

 The early chapters of Genesis had arguably a greater influence on the development of Christian 

theology than any other part of the OT.1 
The first question that arises with regard to these  'origins' is whether they are in the main of the nature  of -

history or of legend, — whether (to use the expressive  German terms) they are Geschichte things that 

happened,  or Sage, things said. There are certain broad differences  between these two kinds of narrative 

which may assist us to  determine to which class the traditions of Genesis belong.
2
 

 But the most serious problem for the modern reader of Genesis is to know how to relate 

Genesis 1–11 to current scientific and historical knowledge. The issues here are so vast, 

that I can only point to some of the many studies available (see bibliography) and urge that 

Genesis be read on its own terms, not on ours.
3
 

0.1. DEVELOPMENT OF CRITICAL EVALUATION 

 [GUNKEL] Erzählt die Genesis (d. i. das sogenannte »erste Buch Mose«) Geschichte  oder Sage? 

'Diese Frage ist dem modernen Historiker keine Frage mehr;…4  

 [BRUEGGEMANN] For the communities of faith that have valued the book of Genesis, it is finally a 

theological statement. The world and Israel belong to God, exist because of God's intention, and 

are called to live towards God's hope. Every scientific, historical, or literary analysis that misses 

this claim misunderstands the text.5 

 …the alleged fragmentation within—inside Genesis. Genesis may indeed appear confused or 

broken—it has many variations—but there has been an increasing appreciation that the variations 

have a positive role: they are part of Genesis's literary art, and so the text begins to emerge as a 

unity6 

 Rendtorff (1977) undermined many of the arguments for the theory of four sources;7 

 

- The critics have been saying that Gen 1 and 2 present 2 separate accounts written by 2 authors 

- From the very beginning of theology these 2 chapters have had the biggest influence on its 

development 

- The question “History or myth?” has always been a part of it 

- “myth” = unreal story BUT it may also mean a symbolic description of reality (some respectful 

authors hold this opinion that Gen 1 and 2 are a myth in this sense) 

- Modern critics tend to be less radical, saying that G 1 and 2 present a theological oracle that 

needs to be personalized by faith 

0.2. LITERARY CHARACTERISTICS 

0.2.1.  

 This awareness of Genesis's psychological dimension is a positive development, provided the book 

is not thereby reduced to psychology—as it was previously reduced to history, and as it has 
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sometimes been reduced to clever literary technique. Genesis is not small. It is indeed a form of 

history; and it is psychological; and it also uses literary technique. But it is much more.8 

 Genesis is didactic and encyclopedic. 

0.2.2. MYTH? 

 Alfred Jeremias’s definition of Biblical myth: "Myth in the narrower sense . . . is one of the 

supreme creations of the human spirit. It is the narration of a heavenly process, presented in a 

definite logical series of motifs reflected symbolically in objective events."9 

 

- To a Christian, critical notes on the Bible often have a negative effect 

- When approaching G 1 and 2 we need to realize that we’re approaching a Hebrew text and a 

genre which comes from a certain cultural context 

= a genre represented by contrasts: 2 contrasting views which wants to show that reality can be 

found between two views (e.g. Gen 1: God who is distant, Gen 2: God who is close = reality 

consists of both views, it’s found between these two contrasting views) 

- A need to realize that the Hebrew texts consist of coded messages which require profound 

knowledge and careful approach 

- A need to take into account that the original recipient was not a reader but a listener – when a 

critic asks why the message of G 1 and 2 is being told twice (unnecessarily) – the message 

might have been repeated for the listener’s sake 

- G 1 and 2 represent 1 message, where 2 discontinued units compose 1 whole reality 

 

0.3. LITERARY STRUCTURE 

…regarding structure: Genesis consists of twenty-six diptychs. Building on older insights that several 

Genesis texts occur in pairs and that Genesis is somehow binary or dialogical, this study makes a basic 

observation: The entire book is composed of diptychs—accounts which, like some paintings, consist of two 

parts or panels. There are, for instance, two panels of creation (1:1–2:24), two of primordial sin (2:25–4:16), 

two genealogies (4:17–chap. 5), two parts to the flood story (6:1–9:1:17), two complementary histories about 

Noah's sons (9: 18–chap. 10), and so on—to a total of twenty-sixdip tychs (sixin chaps. 1–11, seven in the 

Abraham story, sixin the initial Jacob story, and seven in the Joseph story). Genesis then falls into fifty-two 

panels—a refinement of the medieval division into fifty chapters.
10

 

…artistic—to communicate at some level a sense of the depth of things. The two-part account of 

creation (Gen. 1:1–2:24), for instance, looks strained, even contradictory; as history it does not flow, 

but as literary art, art that is related to theology, it is a sophisticated unity. 

 

- Chapter 1 divided into 7 days, chapter 2 divided into 7 parts = there are clear literary 

parallels between these two chapters = 1 author with a specific message 

 

0.4. LOCATION/CONTEXT 

 Genesis, therefore, is not something isolated or adrift. It is a synthesis, firmly rooted in the world's 

leading literature, especially in historiography, epic, and prophecy. As the connection of Genesis 

with known writings becomes clearer, the theory of hypothetical sources (J, E, D, and P) becomes 

increasingly unnecessary.11 

 

- G 1 and 2 located in the first part of the history of humanity account which needs to be 

interpreted through the New Testament 
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1. EXEGETICAL PERSPECTIVES 

 

1.1 TEXT GENESIS 1-2 

- When looking at this passage we need not to expect to find answers to the questions 

such as “Is the author really talking about a 24hrs day?” but there is a need to look for a 

true meaning (exegetical perspective) 

- Meaning of chapter 1: Shabbat 

- Meaning of chapter 2: marriage 

- = content 

- + Hebrew terms! 

- + genre! 

- Today we base our experiments on physical processes/laws which take place in 

material/matter and by extrapolation we get millions of years of evolution 

- BUT God did not create according to the laws, He created the laws with everything 

else = He could have created an old material, old Earth, He created time 

- A need to read the text of G 1 and 2 focusing on the message of the text and not on 

physics 

- As a new born Christian I can see that the message of G 1 and 2 fits into “the faith 

picture” 

- Meaning of Gen 1: Shabbat = man is created to God’s image, he/she will work just as 

God did and rest just as He did 

- Gen 2: a more detailed account of the same story 

 

1.2 THE WHOLE BOOK OF GENESIS 

If it is correct to view Gen 1–11 as an inspired retelling of ancient oriental traditions about the 

origins of the world with a view to presenting the nature of the true God as one, omnipotent, 

omniscient, and good, as opposed to the fallible, capricious, weak deities who populated the rest of 

the ancient world; if further it is concerned to show that humanity is central in the divine plan, not 

an afterthought; if finally it wants to show that man’s plight is the product of his own disobedience 

and indeed is bound to worsen without divine intervention, Gen 1–11 is setting out a picture of the 

world that is at odds both with the polytheistic optimism of ancient Mesopotamia and the 

humanistic secularism of the modern world.
12

 

 

1.2.1. Structure (TÓLEDÓT) 

 The Call as an Interpretive Center: The substance of the call in Genesis is the promise.13 

 

1.2.2. Diptychs (BRODADIE) 

 There are two basic creation accounts: pre-flood (1:12:24) and post-flood (9:117). 

 There are two stories of disobedience: pre-flood (6:14) and post-flood (9:1828). 

 There are two genealogies of continuity: pre-flood (5) and post-flood (10:132; 11:1029). 

 There are two major traditions of sin and judgment: pre-flood (34) and post-flood (11:19). 
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1.3. THE WHOLE BIBLE (NT) 

 Scriptura sui ipsius interpres, 
Before making any judgment on the content of the stories, it must be pointed out that what the Bible says about 

the creator and creation in Gen 1-3, in the praise of the creator in the Psalms, in Job, Deutero-Isaiah and in a 

number of other places, is related to what is said about the creator and creation not only in the neighboring 

religions but in most religions of the world anywhere and at any time. Only then can we discuss the question of 

the difference between the biblical and non-biblical accounts.
 14

 

1.4. COMMUNITY OF FAITH 

 To focus on the call as the center of our exposition has important implications. The call announces the 

special character of God as the one who calls. It announces a special vocation for creation and for 

Israel as the ones called and the ones who must answer. In the faith of the Bible, creation and Israel 

are distinct, two objects of God's call. While this is an ambiguous statement, we may treat the objects 

together as the partner of the God who calls. In terms of God's call, they have the same function, yet 

they are not confused with each other. The call announces that the peculiar connection between God 

and world/Israel is that of calling and answering.15 

1.5. COMPARATIVE RELIGIOUS STUDIES 

 Babel  Bibel 

 

1.6. SCIENCE 

 Big Bang? 

 teo-evolution? 

1.7. PROVIDENCE 

 spiritual instinct of the children of God I have always been conscious that this instinct is not to be 

despised, and that in the face of it I cannot evade my responsibility. I should like to ask you to place 

that instinct beside everything of a theological nature16 

2. "DIPTYCH" (CHAPTERS 1 AND 2) = PAIRS OF OPPOSITES/EXTREMES 

 Various opinions on the meaning of these two accounts in ch. 1 and 2 

 Hebrew account of unity = in 2 extremes 

 2 different genres – poetry? narrative? 

 7 parts of the 7
th
 day of creation (chapter 2 and 3) 

2.1. GOD OF HUMANITY GOD OF ISRAEL 

 God of fellowship  God of each individual 

 God’s name revealed: God of covenant, His closeness 

2.2. CREATION 

2.2.1. BY WORD  BY HAND 

2.2.2. FROM AFAR  CLOSE 

2.2.3. CHAOSCREATION  LANDCULTIVATE 

 Whereas in ch. 1 creation moves from the chaos to the cosmos of the entire world, our account 

of creation [in Gen 2] sketches the original state as a desert in contrast to the sown [The] 

cosmological ideas [of J] ... are thus very unlike those [of P] . . . Water is here the assisting 

element of creation. In P and in some psalms it was the enemy of creation17 

2.3. THE MESSAGE/THE GOAL OF THE ACCOUNT: SHABBATMARRIAGE 

 religion  work 
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 seven days  seven events18 

2.4. SCOPE OF ATTENTION: UNIVERSEGARDEN 

 Man „under the skies”  Man in the garden 

2.5. ANTHROPOLOGY: (TOWARDS SOTERIOLOGY) 

2.5.1. MAN-FELLOWSHIPMAN-AN INDIVIDUAL 

 „ádám“ = man + woman 

 alone  helper  marriage,  “one body”  

2.5.2. MAN-MASTERMAN-SERVANT 

 imago dei  dust from the ground 

 rule over animals  name the animals 

2.5.3. MAN-GOD’S IMAGE  MAN-DUST OF THE GROUND 

 God’s representant and mortal 

2.6. TIMESPACE 

 Evening and morning  rivers, trees, living forms 

 Seasons (festivals)  boundaries (Acts 17) 

 

3. CONCLUSION: DISCONTINUITY IN CONTINUITY 

 One Creator  inevitable continuity 
 Fundamental duality of existence  inevitable discontinuity  

  UNITY OF OPPOSITES 

3.1. UNITY  DIFFERENCES 

3.2. UNIT  DETAILS 
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